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VITRIFRIGO CFR24 CL
OCX2 Frigo-Freezer 12Vdc

        

   

Product price:  

946,24 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

VITRIFRIGO CFR24 CL OCX2 Frigo-Freezer 

The VITRIFRIGO CFR24 CL OCX2 is a stainless steel fridge-freezer from the OCX2 series that
combines style, functionality,
and convenience. Its elegant design with a square AISI 316 stainless steel door makes it a
perfect piece of furniture for your kitchen,
while the integrated unit eliminates the need for separate installation, offering space saving and
increased efficiency.

Transform at will: Fridge or freezer, +10°C to -18°C, all in one.
Precision at your fingertips: IP54 waterproof LED thermostat for ultimate control.
Fort Knox for your food: Secure "top" closure system guarantees freshness.
Open to possibilities: Choose internal or external door opening for convenience.
Freshness never stops: Vent function prevents odors during downtime.
Seamless integration: Integrated unit saves space and boosts efficiency.
Dual power (optional): 12/24Vdc & 100-240Vac for unrivaled flexibility.

Technical Specifications the VITRIFRIGO CFR24 CL OCX2:

Total capacity: 24 liters
Net weight: 24 Kg
Power supply: 12/24Vdc (also available 12/24Vdc - 100-240Vac 50/60Hz)
Nominal consumption: 60W
Total width: 416 mm
Total height: 702 mm
Total depth: 433 mm

Choose the VITRIFRIGO CFR24 CL for:
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Elegant and modern design
Flexibility of use
Advanced technology
Reliability and safety
Integrated unit for space saving
Wide range of accessories

Enjoy continuous freshness with the vent function, preventing unpleasant odors and maintaining
optimal conditions.
Explore the endless possibilities with the VITRIFRIGO CFR24 CL OCX2, offering elegance,
versatility, and innovation.
Embrace innovation and functionality with the VITRIFRIGO CFR24 CL OCX2, the perfect addition
to any modern home.

Looking for a product with different technical characteristics? HERE you can find the full range of
VITRIFRIGO or other specialized brands.

For more technical information, please refer to the attached datasheet.

Images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revision by the manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Input power (W): 12/24Vdc (also available 12/24Vdc - 100-240Vac 50/60Hz)
Length (mm): 433
Width (mm): 416
Height (mm): 702
Dry weight (Kg): 24
Product type: Fridge Freezer
Colour: Stainless steel
Nominal consumption: 60W
Internal temperature: +10 -18°C
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